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Oncoplastic Breast Surgery:

• What is it?
• Why is it important?
• Is it safe?
• How is it done?

Learning Objectives:
1. Describe the principles of an oncoplastic
approach to breast conserving surgery
2. Differentiate between standard lumpectomy and
oncoplastic lumpectomy
3. Recognize the importance of oncoplastic surgery
in breast cancer care and survivorship
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Options for Breast Cancer
Surgery
• Mastectomy
• Removal of the entire breast
• Lumpectomy or Partial Mastectomy
• Removal of the tumor while preserving
the rest of the breast
• This is where oncoplastic surgery plays
a role

Simple Mastectomy
• Removal of the entire breast, nipple, areola, and
breast skin
• Delayed reconstruction is an option

Nipple Sparing
Mastectomy
• Removal of the entire breast while preserving the
nipple and areola
• Done with immediate breast reconstruction
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Skin Sparing Mastectomy
• Removal of the entire breast, nipple, and areola
while preserving the breast skin envelope
• Done with immediate breast reconstruction
• Nipples can be tattooed or reconstructed

Options for Breast Cancer
Surgery
• Surgery for breast cancer also includes surgery on the
lymph nodes in the underarm:
• Sentinel Node Biopsy vs Axillary Node Dissection
• Outside of the focus of this talk

Who Needs a Mastectomy?
• Large tumors or advanced disease
• Carriers of high risk genetic mutations
• BRCA 1 or BRCA 2
• Only about 5% of the population
• High risk family history in the absence of genetic mutations
• Very young patients in the absence of genetic mutations
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Who Needs a Mastectomy?
•

Large tumors or advanced disease

•

Inflammatory cancer

•

Unfavorable tumor to breast ratio
• i.e. large tumor in a small breast

•

Previous radiation to breast/chest wall

Breast Conserving
Therapy (BCT)
•

BCT = lumpectomy + radiation
•
Cornerstone in the management of
breast cancer
–
–

Primary goal is complete excision of
lesion to clear margins
Secondary goal is acceptable
cosmesis

Why BCT?
• Survival outcomes are the same as mastectomy
• Local recurrence outcomes are similar to
mastectomy
• Smaller surgery
• Easier recovery
• Fewer complications
• Keep your own breasts
• Less psychological stress and adjustment
• Mastectomy is NOT MEDICALLY NECESSARY in
many patients
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What is Oncoplastic
Surgery (OPS)?
•

Oncoplastic breast surgery = marriage of
lumpectomy and local tissue rearrangement
• Use patient’s own breast tissue to
achieve a better aesthetic result

•

Goal = complete resection of the lesion and
excellent cosmesis in a single definitive
procedure

What ISN’T Oncoplastic
Surgery?
• Cosmetic surgery
• Tissue expander or implant based surgery
• Flap based reconstruction
• Using patient’s own non-breast tissue to
reconstruct the breast
• Usually from the abdomen or back

What ISN’T Oncoplastic
Surgery
OPS is NOT vain or superficial!
It is important to feel whole again after
breast cancer treatment and OPS can help
with that.
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Standard Lumpectomy
• Skin incision over tumor
• Dissect out tumor to clear margins
• Removal of breast tissue creates empty
space
• Close skin
• Empty space within breast fills with fluid (seroma)

What’s the Problem?
• Seroma will eventually be absorbed by the body
• Empty space causes skin to pull in, dimple or divot
• Creates a contour deformity
• Radiation makes the problem worse
• Up to 40% of women are dissatisfied with the way
their breast looks after standard lumpectomy1

How is OPS Different?
• Patient’s own breast tissue is stitched together to close the
empty space left once the tumor is removed
• No empty space = no contour deformity
• Scar placement is more carefully chosen
• Not just directly over the tumor
• Skin and breast tissue can be removed to provide a breast
reduction or lift at the same time
• The opposite breast can be reduced or lifted to provide
better symmetry
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Why is it Important?
•

40% is a lot of women!

•

Improved cosmesis leads to improved quality of life
and psychologic and social functioning2,3
• Better body image
• Improved sexuality and sexual function

•

Patients generally do well and therefore have to live
with the results of their surgery long term

•

Focus on survivorship in breast cancer care

Why is it Important?
• Contralateral Prophylactic Mastectomy (CPM)
= removal of the unaffected (non-cancer) breast
• Rates are on the rise4
• Only ~5% of the population carry a high risk
genetic mutation
• Many CPMs are medically unnecessary

Why is it Important?
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Why Is It Important?
• The Midwest has the highest rates of CPM in the country4

• 42.8% of women aged 20-44 with early stage, unilateral breast
cancer underwent CPM between 2010 – 2012 in Nebraska4

How Bad Can It Be?
•

Surgeons say:

•

Patients say:

• “Standard lumpectomies
work just fine”

• “ Just get rid of the cancer”

• “My cosmetic outcomes
are good”

• “ I don’t care what it looks
like”

• “The seroma is your
friend”

• “I’m not vain”

• “Why are you making basic
surgery more
complicated?”

• “It doesn’t matter”

How bad can it be?
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How bad can it be?

How bad can it be?

Common Causes of
Deformities in BCS:
•
•
•
•
•

Removal of >15-20% volume in A/B cup
breast
Removal of >20-30% volume in C/D cup
breast
Removal of tissue in cosmetically sensitive
areas
Skin adherence to underlying muscle
Poor positioning of nipple areolar complex
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Is it Safe?

YES!
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“It should be the
standard of
care.”

Who Can Have OPS?
• Patients who are already lumpectomy candidates
• Moderate to large sized breasts
• Smaller breasts not an absolute
contraindication
• Patients who desire smaller breasts or a breast lift
• Considerations:
• OPS may be less successful in:
• Heavy smokers
• Poorly controlled diabetes
• Very fatty breast tissue

Managing Expectations
•

This is NOT cosmetic surgery

•

May trade scars for breast contour

•
•

•
•
•

Evaluate current breast asymmetry and ptosis
This will become more obvious after OPS
unless a balancing procedure is done
Consider breast size and shape
OPS will result in smaller, rounder breast
This will be more exaggerated by radiation
•
10-15% volume loss
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What Does OPS Look
Like?
• Multiple different procedures and techniques
• Based on:
• Tumor location (o’clock position)
• Tumor size
• Skin involvement
• Breast size
• Breast density
• Different levels of complexity

Level I vs. Level II OPS
Level I
• Reasonable to consider
without plastic surgery or
additional training
• <20% breast volume loss
• Use in 90% cases
• Avoid in fatty breasts

Level II
• Require plastic surgery
support or additional
training
• 20-50% breast volume
loss
• Excision of skin to
reshape breast
• Less utilized
• Safer in fatty breasts

Level I – Local Flaps12
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Level I – Crescent
Mastopexy

Level II – Hemi Batwing
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Level II – Round Block12

Level II – Racquet12
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Level II – Wise Pattern12
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If It’s This Great, Why Isn’t
Everyone Doing It?
• Patient barriers:
• Lack of awareness of
this option
• Difficulty finding a
surgeon who
performs OPS

• Physician barriers13:
• Lack of training
• Lack of access to
plastic surgeons
• Lack of support from
colleagues
• Lack of recognition
at the organizational
level

Conclusions
• OPS is a safe and cosmetically sensitive option
for many women with breast cancer
• OPS contributes to psychological, social, and
sexual wellbeing as a women goes through her
breast cancer journey
• Many women are good candidates for this type of
surgery

Questions?

jessica.maxwell@unmc.edu
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